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Thomas Township Youth Basketball 

Older Grade Division Draft Guidelines 

 
1.   These rules are for the older grade division teams. 

2.   The coaches will draft players after the players go through the  

      clinic drills.   

3.   All players will go through a draft process after a scheduled  

      clinic that will be conducted before games start. 

4.   Every attempt must be made to have each player at the clinic for 

      evaluation.  Any special cases will be handle through the Parks and  

      Recreation office on a one-on-one basis. 

5.   The coach’s children will be evaluated by a 2 person  

      committee from the Thomas Township Parks and Recreation. 

6.   Immediately after the clinic, the players will leave and the  

      coaches and committee members will rate the players from 1  

      4 based on their skill level (1 will be the highest rating). 

7.   Coaches children will be assigned to their team. 

8.   If one team has both of the coaches children rated a 1, that team 

      will pick last.  If more than one team has both children rated 1 they  

      will draw for last position in draft order. 

9.   If the coach or coaches children are rated 1 they will lose their 

      pick in the first round, and so on.  If a coach or coaches children is 

      rated 2 and all the 1’s are picked in the middle of a round, the        

      teams shall finish out that round before losing their pick for their      

      child. 

10. If a coach has more than one of their children eligible for the draft 

      to be placed on the same team, the coaches will determine how  

      many rounds apart they are.  Same will apply for two children,      

      same family when the first child is drafted. 

11. Any trades will be done right after the draft only.  One draft per team. 

12. Parents request for players to play with another child due to car  

      pool or other reasons should be attempted to be accommodated by  

      the coaches at the draft. 

13. Parents may request that their child not play for a coach.  A player  

      can only request not to be placed on one coach’s team. 

14. All late signs ups will be placed on a team. 

15. There will only be 1 Head Coach and 1 Assistant Coach per team (unless                     

more volunteers are available and have been assigned by the Parks & 

Recreation Department).          

 


